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The Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)-Ag/Coumarin nanocomposite films with various 

Coumarin concentrations have been prepared and analyzed. The optical properties and 

dispersion parameters have been determined. The PVA semicrystalline nature has been 

ensured by using X-ray Diffraction (XRD). The crystallinity degree decreases with the 

rise in Coumarin concentration. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images show that 

the Ag nanoparticles are distributed all over the surface. Increasing the concentration of 

Coumarin in PVA-Ag nanocomposites leads to an increase in refractive index, absorption 

coefficient, and Urbach energy. It also results in a significant decrease in both the energy 

band gap and the relaxation time. The optical conductivity and dielectric constant were 

enhanced as well, with the concentration of Coumarin rising. Wemple–Di Domenico 

single oscillator model has been utilized to calculate the nonlinear optical properties. It 

was evident that with the rise in Coumarin concentration, the values of nonlinear optical 

properties n2, x 
(1)

, and x 
(3)

 have increased. As a result, the PVA-Ag/30 wt.% Coumarin's 

good optical characteristics make it ideal for optical applications. 
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1. Introduction 

Sensors, optical filters, plasmonic devices, imaging, medicine, 

photovoltaic devices, optical switching devices, communication field, and 

magnetic storage media, for example, are electronic applications that depend 

mainly upon polymer metallic nanoparticle composite materials [1-2]. The 

optical material applications are still in their developmental phase, so it is of 

great importance to provide a new material with unique features [3]. The 

main objective beyond the evaluation of the optoelectronic materials is to 

enhance some parameters such as the linear refractive index, optical band 

gap, third-order nonlinear susceptibility, etc. [4-5].  Since the nonlinear 

optical features play a key role in modern photonics technology, such as the 
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development of ultra-short technology pulses, ultrafast switching, managing 

the frequency spectrum of laser light, and all-optical signal processing. The 

suitability of a material for these device applications needs a large 

magnitude of the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility. Optical 

nonlinearities are fundamentally weak, as they are governed by photon_ 

photon interactions enabled by materials though they can be strengthened in 

material environments that provide mechanisms for field enhancement. Such 

an increased effective nonlinear optical response can be achieved through 

plasmonic effects. Such effects arise from coherent oscillations of 

conduction electrons near the surface of noble metal structures. Recent 

studies have proved that Ag can also be considered a possible material for 

plasmonic devices.  The enhancement of these parameters can be achieved 

by altering the nature of the fillers, the size of the embedded particles, and 

their spread in the matrix of the polymer [6]. Nanoparticle metals (e.g. Fe, 

Al, Au, Cu, and Ag), oxides of metal (NiO, Al2O3, SiO2, PbO2, and Fe2O3), 

different nanoparticles (e.g. NaI, CO, HgS, and NaI), semiconductors, 

carbon nanotubes, and magnetic nanoparticles have been utilized as an 

additive material in the polymer matrix to enhance its properties [7-26].  

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is the most applicable host material for different 

nanoparticles with its unique physical features represented in high 

transmittance, non-corrosive nature, chemical resistance, thermostability, 

high mechanical strength, and easy processability, and high surface area [27-

30]. Abdullah et [31] reported that by adding HgS to the PVA matrix the 

energy bang gap decreased from (6.27 - 4.8) eV. Nouh et al [22] reported 

that the radiation of IR laser improves the optical energy band gap of 

PVA/Pd nanoparticles. Rashad [13] clarified that adding Fe2O3 within the 

PVA matrix increases the crystallinity degree, thus increasing the optical 

band gap. Ahmed et al [19] showed that optical conductivity and dielectric 

constants increase by increasing the concentration of silicon carbide 

nanoparticles in PVA/CaO nanocomposites. Ghanipour et al [1] show that 

the refractive index, crystallinity, and the Braggs planes number in the PVA 

matrix have been significantly decreased by Ag nanoparticle doping. Chahal 

et al [32] stated that the presence of Ag in the form of nanoparticles has been 

confirmed by the surface Plasmon resonance in the PVA/Ag nanocomposites 
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absorption spectrum around 425 nm. Elshamy [33] has stated that the 

PVA/Ag nanocomposites film absorption peak has a redshift when the Ag 

nanoparticle size decreases. Many kinds of literature and researchers have 

given a special interest in Ag nanoparticles owing to their excellent electrical 

and optical properties [34]. So it has been used on a wide scale in many 

applications such as catalysis, magnetic shielding, microelectronics, and 

others [35]. On the other side, Coumarin dye is considered one of the most 

active dyes due to its unique structure features including low toxicity, 

excellent light stability, good solubility, large Stokes shift, and its beneficial 

optical properties [36]. Coumarin dye is made up of two rings (lactone and 

benzene) connected. These two rings have either a π-system conjugated or a 

structure of double bonds [37]. It should be remembered that this π-system 

conjugated enhances the exchange of electrons between Coumarin and PVA 

[38, 39].  Despite a large amount of research on improving the PVA/Ag 

nanocomposite optical properties has been stated, the door is still open for 

enhancing the PVA/Ag nanocomposites' optical properties to fulling the 

different applications desires. So introducing PVA-Ag/Coumarin 

nanocomposites for promising applications and enhancing their structure and 

optical properties is the aim of this work.   

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

Polyvinyl alcohol (-CH2CH(OH)n- 87 - 89 % purity) was brought from 

Alfa Aesar Chemicals, silver nitrate (AgNO3, 99 % purity), and Coumarin 

(C9H6O2), were brought from Sigma-Aldrich For Chemicals. 

 

2.2. PVA-Ag nanocomposites fabrication 

PVA/Ag films have been prepared by in situ chemical reduction by 

solution casting techniques as shown in our paper [56]. 

2.3. PVA-Ag/Coumarin nanocomposites fabrication  

The solution of Coumarin dye prepared by solving 0.8 gm/400 ml 

deionized water with continuous stirring for one hour at room temperature 

was added to fabricated PVA/Ag nanocomposites with (0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 30) 

wt. %. 
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2.4. Measurements  

To confirm the formation of Coumarin dye in PVA, the prepared films 

with a thickness of 0.1 mm were characterized by using a UV/VIS 

spectrophotometer (JANEWAY 6405 UV/VIS spectrophotometer) at a 

wavelength range of 300-900 nm.  X-ray diffraction (XRD) X-ray- D/Max 

2200 V- Rigaku- Japan at room temperature with CuKα   (λ = 0. 15406 nm) 

radiation has been used to examine the crystallinity of the prepared 

nanocomposites. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been done by 

(Quanta 250 FEG) working at voltage 5-30 KV to monitor the implanting of 

Ag inside the PVA matrix. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

was done with (Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS10) at the wavenumbers range 

between 400-4000 cm
-1

. 

3. Results 

PVA-Ag/Coumarin dye nano-composites XRD patterns are depicted in 

Fig. 1. For all the samples, the notable broad peak has been observed at 

2θ=20◦, which describes the semi-crystalline PVA polymer's region, [40]. 

With the rise in Coumarin concentration, this peak intensity has decreased, 

which signs the reduction in the nano-composite films' crystallinity. The 

interaction between the nano-composite (PVA-Ag) and the Coumarin dye is 

responsible for this reduction in crystallization. This suggests a rise in nano-

composite disordering behavior [41]. Also, X-ray diffraction patterns 

showed two other peaks (see the inset in Fig. 1) for the zero Coumarin 

sample at 2θ=28.5◦ and 32.1◦ characterized for (210) and (122) respectively 

for the FCC structure of silver with interplanar spacing calculated from 

Bragg’s law d=0.279 nm.  This peak intensity decreases as the amount of 

Coumarin dye in the nano-composite increases which demonstrates the role 

of Coumarin in damaging planes of crystallization and boosting the 

amorphous regions of the nano-composite. 
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FIGURE 1 XRD of PVA-Ag/Coumarin nanocomposite films. The inset focus on the peaks 

around 40o. 

FT-IR spectra of PVA-Ag/Coumarin dye nano-composite are depicted in 

Figure 2. For the zero Coumarin sample, some absorption bands at 

wavenumbers 3610, 2920, 1750, and 1480 cm
-1

 are observed [42,43]. The 

peak of vibrational at 3610 cm
-1

 is attributed to the stretching of O-H, while 

the band at 2920 cm
-1

 is related to the C-H stretching. The peak of 

absorption present at 1750 cm
-1

 is assigned to the C=O stretching and the 

band at 1480 cm-1 is assigned to the C-H bend of CH2 group. Moreover, the 

vibrational peaks observed in 1130-650 cm
-1

 could be indicated to Ag-O, 

owing to the interaction through the Ag+ ion and the PVA polymer.  It can 

be noticed that the same spectra were observed for all the samples with 

different concentrations of Coumarin, but the intensity of the absorption 

peaks at 500 - 1100       increased as the Coumarin concentration dye 

increased [44]. This may be because of the defects caused by the interaction 

between the PVA-Ag and Coumarin dye charge transfer. Most of the 

detected peaks are tabulated in Table 1. 
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FIGURE 2 FT-IR of PVA-Ag / Coumarin nanocomposite films. 

Table 1  Chemical Bonds from FT-IR of  PVA-Ag/Coumarin nano composites.  

 

To study the morphology of the surface and detect the nanocomposite 

elements, SEM and EDX analyses have been handled. Figure 3(a-c) 

illustrates the SEM and the EDX of the PVA-Ag/Coumarin dye nano-

composite. One can see that Ag nanoparticles with a spherical shape were 

arranged uniformly. But at high concentrations of Coumarin, Ag 

Band assignment Wavenumbers(cm
-1

) 

0 wt.% 

Coumarin 

4 wt.% 

Coumarin  

8 wt.% 

Coumarin 

12 wt.% 

Coumarin 

16 wt.% 

Coumarin 

30 wt.% 

Coumarin 

OH stretching 3610 3580 3580 3590 3590 3520 

CH stretching 2920 2860 2860 2830 2850 2920 

C=O stretching 1750 1750 1740 1750 1750 1740 

Symmetric bending of CH2 1480 1470 1470 1480 1460 1450 

Ag-O 1000 996 989 912 984 1210 
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nanoparticles have been agglomerated and formed some clusters on the 

surface. It could be related to the PVA-Ag/ Coumarin interaction. In the 

PVA host matrix, EDX has verified the perfect quantities maintenance of 

silver. As shown, (Ag, O, and C) were observed at energies (3.2, 0.45, and, 

0.3 KeV) which represent the nanocomposite contents.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3 SEM images and EDX of PVA-Ag / Coumarin at different concentrations (a) 

PVA-Ag (b) 8 wt. % Coumarin (c) 30 wt. % Coumarin. 

Uv-visible measurement  

     Fig.4a depicted the absorption spectra of the PVA-Ag/Coumarin dye 

nano-composites. As a result of Ag formation on the nano-scale, an SPR 
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peak at λ= 428 nm was realized for PVA-Ag composites in the visible 

regions [45- 47].  The SPR peak for spherical silver nanoparticles produced 

from chitosan [48], PNA [49], and natural rubber [50] host polymers was 

also observed in the same region by other researchers. With the rise of 

Coumarin concentration, this peak intensity increases due to the exceed in 

the Ag nanoparticles number as a result of the chemical bonding formation 

between PVA/Ag and Coumarin dye as revealed in FTIR spectra. Also, it is 

observed that a redshift in the SPR band position by increasing the 

Coumarin concentration has appeared. This shift is related to the increase in 

Ag nanoparticle size (which is confirmed in SEM). These results agree with 

previous studies stating that the Ag nanoparticle SPR band location 

embedded in the matrix of polymer shifts to a longer wavelength [49]. This 

behavior assures the Coumarin role in the Ag nanoparticles formation.  

The PVA-Ag/Coumarin dye nanocomposites film transmission 

spectra are shown in Fig. 4b, which clearly shows the transmission as a 

narrow band of about 432 nm. It is noticeable that, with an increase in 

Coumarin concentration, the intensity of this band decreases because the Ag 

nanoparticle size changes due to the agglomeration in the polymer matrix. 

This qualified it to be used as a bandpass filter around a certain wavelength 

via the right selection of polymer matrix, spices of embedded nano-particles, 

and their size distribution. In the UV region, the change in the transmission 

spectra is due to the band gap of PVA. For full analysis, the reflection of the 

incident spectra from the prepared samples has been calculated and plotted 

in Fig. 4.c.   

In Practice, the optical absorption coefficient (α) can be determined 

from the optical absorbance by [15]: 

 α = (
       

 
 ) (1) 

 

where A =log (I/I0), where I and I0 are the transmitted and the incident beam 

intensities respectively, and d is the film thickness. 
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FIGURE 4 (a) The Uv-vis absorption spectra, (b) Transmission spectra, and  (c) reflection 

spectra of PVA –Ag/Coumarin nanocomposite films. 

The absorption coefficient (α) spectral behavior for the PVA-

Ag/Coumarin dye nanocomposites films is shown in Figure 5a. At low 

energies, the absorption coefficient of PVA-Ag/Coumarin nanocomposites 

films is low. This is due to the energy of the incident photon energy isn’t 

enough to transmit the electrons from the valance band to the conduction 

band [19]. While at high energies, the incident photon energy is sufficient to 

excite an electron to high levels, so the absorption coefficient increases. The 
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absorption coefficient of nanocomposites increases with increasing 

concentrations of Coumarin. This is because the number of charge carriers 

increases.   

The extinction coefficient (k) is given by the equation [51]: 

 k = 
  

  
 (2) 

The wavelength dependence of the extinction coefficient (k) is 

illustrated in Figure 5b. In the UV region, the extinction coefficients were 

high and then decreased sharply with increasing the wavelength. This is due 

to the high-energy incident photon in the UV spectrum region being enough 

to excite the electrons from the valance band to the conduction band [26]. 

This indicates an energy reduction lost, which means that the extinction 

coefficient decreases. It is also seen that the extinction coefficient (k) 

increases with rising concentrations of Coumarin. This is attributed to the 

absorption of surface Plasmon [1]. The films refractive index (n) was 

determined by: [32] 

 
n = 

     

     
 +√

  

      
    

(3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 5 (a) Optical absorption coefficient of PVA-Ag /Coumarin nanocomposite films. 

(b) The extinction coefficient of PVA-Ag / Coumarin nanocomposite films. 
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The dependence of the refractive index of PVA-Ag/Coumarin dye 

nanocomposites on the wavelength is depicted in Figure 6. In the visible 

region (400 - 600 nm), the refractive index decreases as the wavelength 

increases. However, the refractive index is essentially constant at higher 

wavelengths (700 - 900 nm). The peak occurring for the samples at 

wavelengths between 400 and 450 nm is due to the electronic transition from 

bonding to antibonding molecular orbital. The refractive index increases 

with increasing the Coumarin dye concentration. Increasing the refractive 

index is an indication of nanocomposite high density, which results in a 

decrease in the inter-atomic spacing.  This is due to (a) the intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding between the Coumarin dye and the OH groups of the 

PVA polymer increasing the packing density [1]. (b) Doping Coumarin in 

the polymer matrix can destroy the polymer chain order and rise the 

amorphous (as confirmed by XRD). The amorphous domains' presence 

prompts the interference of light phenomenon throughout the polymer 

matrix resulting in the noticed increase in n values [32]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 6 Refractive index of PVA-Ag/Coumarin nanocomposite films. 

The refractive index dispersion can be investigated by the Wemple-

DiDomenico single oscillator model [14]: 
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    = 1+ 
    

   
        

 (4) 

where    is the dispersion energy and    is the single-oscillator energy. 

From equation 4, when the    goes to zero, then 

 
  =√(  

  

  
) 

(5) 

where    is the static refractive index. By fitting eq.(4) as depicted in 

Figure 7.a for λ > 400 nm, the values of     and     have been determined 

and given in Table 2. It seems that the    and    values increase by 

increasing the concentration of Coumarin.  The rise in    values are due to 

the defects in the nanocomposites [15]. The rise in    values are strong 

evidence for the modification of the international band gap structure by 

adding coumarin. The rise    values because of the increase of the anion 

strength of the dielectric medium. Subsequently, the PVA-Ag steward is 

more interested in retaining the electrons in their outward layer [52]. This 

shows an increase in the charge transfer between PVA-Ag and Coumarin, as 

well as an increase in the degree of disorder in nanocomposites. According 

to the following equations,  

     =      ⁄  

 

(6) 

     =6.82           ⁄    

 

(7) 

   =            ⁄  

 

(8) 

where      ,     , and    is defined in [26]. Table 2 presents the estimated 

values of      ,       and   . From the table, one can see that,             and 

   depend on the coumarin concentration as well as on the presence of Ag 

nanoparticles, which has a strong effect on the      values and hence on the 

refractive index   .  
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Table 2  The optical dispersion parameters of  PVA-Ag/Coumarin nano composites.  

Sample 

wt.% 
   

     

   

     

                                     
 

0 3.08 0.81 1.12 21 3.3 1.1 

4 2.91 0.70 1.11 19 2.4 0.8 

8 3.34 1.9 1.25 45 74 22 

12 3.23 1.89 1.26 46 81 24 

16 3.20 2.62 1.34 65 310 86 

30 3.75 5.48 1.56 116 3110 746 

 

Above the absorption edge, the refractive index dispersion given by [53]: 

   
   

    
    (

  

 
)
 
 

(9) 

where    is the refractive index at an indefinite wavelength,    is the 

average wavelength of the interband oscillator. Figure 7b shows the relation 

between           versus  
    Table 3 includes the values of    and 

   for the prepared samples. It was observed that with increasing the 

Coumarin concentration, the    and    values increases; this is possibly 

ascribed to the rise in the packing density, and also the increase in 

amorphous lead to an increase in   . Equation 9 can also be written as, [54]:  

 
     

    
 

   (
  

 
)
 

 

 
(10) 

where the average oscillator strength is   , and equal to:  

     
  

   

  
  (11) 

The obtained value of     for the samples are presented in Table 3. It 

is obvious that as the Coumarin concentration increases,    increases. This is 

attributed to the complexation between Coumarin dye and matrix of polymer 

which results in the n values changes. According to this study, the optical 

properties of these nanocomposites have been controlled by the Coumarin 

addition. These parameter measurements help in the designing and 

manufacture of such nanocomposites for use in optoelectronic applications. 
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FIGURE 7 (a) Plots of          vs.      of PVA-Ag / coumarin nanocomposite films. 

(b) Plots of          vs.      of PVA-Ag / Coumarin nanocomposite films. 

Table 3 dispersion parameters of PVA-Ag/Coumarin nanocomposites 

Sample 

wt.% 
      

     

           

       
 

   (N/

        

            

     

       

        
0 1.12 402.7 1.66 2.62 8.2 9.5 

4 1.09 505.2 0.74 2.93 10.2 10 

8 1.23 411.8 3 2.96 7.89 8.7 

12 1.22 441.2 2.5 3.23 9.38 9.1 

16 1.31 437.2 3.7 4.23 13.7 9.6 

30 1.55 346.9 11.7 4.42 10.5 8.28 

 

Dielectric constant real (    and imaginary (    parts are regarding 

extinction coefficient (k) as well as the refractive index (n) values [12] 

         =    
   

        
   

  

(12) 

 
       

    
 

     
   

(13) 
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where the frequency of plasma resonance is    for free carriers odd sort and 

is assumed as: 

 

   (
   

      
)

 
 

 

(14) 

where the electron charge is e, the free space permittivity is   , the residual 

dielectric constant is   , the ratio of the free carrier concentration N to the 

effective mass             the relaxation time is   and the velocity of light 

is c. The value of N/   and residual dielectric constant     could be found 

by drawing a diagram between the dielectric real part constant      and    as 

shown in Figure 8. From the slopes and intercept N/   and    values are 

determined and presented in Table 3. It is noticed that by increasing 

Coumarin content, both 
 

  
          increased and this indicates the rise in 

free carriers. The plasma resonance frequency    for the free carriers was 

studied according to Equation 14. From Table 3, one can see that the    

increases with raising the concentration of Coumarin that could be attributed 

to the boost of concentration of carrier N when taking oversight that 

effective mass    is stationary.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 8 Variation of the real part of the dielectric constant with     of PVA-Ag / 

Coumarin nanocomposite films. 
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The reliance of samples' dielectric constants on real and imaginary 

parts of energy is illustrated in Figure 9 (a-b). As shown in Figure 9. a the 

       value increases by increasing the incident photon energy. This is due 

to the interaction between electrons in nanocomposites and incident photons. 

The    the value increases from 1.8 for (zero Coumarin) sample to 4 for the 

(30 wt. % Coumarin) sample.  This increase ascribed to the predominant 

association in the nanocomposites that lead to the formation of inter-/intra-

molecular hydrogen bonding between silver ion and the hydroxyl (OH) 

groups is reduced. This in turn led to the higher state density existence and 

greater accumulated space charge quantities in the nanocomposite resulting 

in a higher dielectric constant [55].  

On the other side, by increasing the energy of the incident photon, the 

   values increase. This is owing to the rise in the index of refraction and the 

excitation coefficient. The dielectric constant real part values are more major 

than the imaginary part values. The dielectric constant real part is related to 

the dispersion, whereas the dissipation is represented by the imaginary part.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 9 Variation of (a) real (b) imaginary part of dielectric constant with     of PVA-

Ag/Coumarin nanocomposite films. 
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In Figure10, the reliance of the dielectric relaxation time on the 

photon energy of the sample is shown. The relaxation time of dipole 

orientation decrease by increasing the concentration of Coumarin. Such a 

reduction in the dielectric relaxation time is due to as the concentration of 

Coumarin increases, the amorphous increase so the chains of polymer are 

further elastic and can round themselves comparatively extra readily as well 

as fast [1].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 10 The dielectric relaxation time as a function of the photon energy of PVA-

Ag/Coumarin nanocomposite films. 

Optical conductivity can be calculated by [24]  

      
   

  
 

(15) 

where the optical conductivity is      and the light velocity in the vacuum is 

c. Figure 11. illustrates the dependence of the optical conductivity on the 

energy of the incident photon. It is evident that      increases by increasing 

the energy of the photons. This is because the charge carriers increase as a 

result of the ability of incident photons to transit electrons from valance to 
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the conduction band [55]. It is obvious that, with the increase in the 

concentration of Coumarin, the optical conductivity increase. This is related 

to (a) the localized tail state formation in the bandgap creates the transition 

from the valence band to the nearest level states easier. (b) the formation of a 

charge-transfer complex between Coumarin dye and PVA polymer. (c) the 

increase in nanocomposites amorphous causes the optical band gap to 

decrease and the optical conductivity to increase.  

The electrical conductivity      can be calculated according to: 

 

   
      

 
 

(16) 

The dependence of    on the photon energy hν is illustrated in Figure 

11b. It can be observed that    decreases by raising the energy of the 

incident photon. This is due to the increase in absorbance. Also,     

increases by increasing Coumarin content. This is attributed to the increase 

in charge carriers.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 11 (a) Optical (b) electrical conductivity versus hv of PVA-Ag/Coumarin 

nanocomposite films. 

To determine the direct optical bandgap, (      is plotted verse the 

photon energy     see Figure 12. The direct optical band gap value is 
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determined by extrapolating the linear fitted lines on the higher axis in these 

data points and tabulated in Table 4. It is obvious that the direct bandgap 

values decrease by doping with Coumarin until it reaches a dopant 

concentration, 30 wt. %.  It is observed that the optical band gap values 

reduce from 2.5 to 1.9 eV owing to Coumarin’s photochemical reaction that 

reduces the residual Ag+ ions in the metallic silver, this occurs when an 

electron is released from the chain of PVA [56]. These Ag atoms are 

responsible for formalizing centralized electronic states in the lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital gap and the highest occupied molecular orbit.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

This centralized state is working like a recombination plus trapping 

center, thus reinforcing the low energy transitions which lead to the detected 

band gap modulation. The band gap decreases also approves the disorder 

degree increases in nanocomposites, which could be approved by the 

localized tail states bandwidth investigation in the forbidden band gap 

(Urbach energy  ) employing the subsequent equation [23]  

 

 

FIGURE 12 Direct bandgap of PVA-

Ag/Coumarin nanocomposite films. 

FIGURE 13 Urbach plots of VA-

Ag/Coumarin nanocomposite films. 
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where the coefficient of absorption is α and    is a constant. Fig. 13 

illustrates the dependence of Ln ( ) on (hυ). The values of    were 

calculated by fitting eq.17 and shown in Table 4. It can be seen that with the 

increase in coumarin concentrations, the    values increase. This indicates 

that the degree of structural disorder of nanocomposites has increased. 

Hence, it contributes to the localized states increasing and the optical band 

gap decreasing. The enhancement in our nanocomposite properties is 

reported in Table 4. As well as the easy preparation, flexibility are 

environmentally friendly, and economical. Our nanocomposite shows a high 

absorbance, high refractive index, high dispersion parameters, narrow 

transmission band (432 nm), and low energy band gap (1.9 eV), which 

qualifies it to use in the photovoltaic application, photoelectric diversion, 

optical communication, bandpass optical filters, optoelectronic application 

respectively. 

Table 4 Optical band gap values and Urbach energy for PVA-Ag/Coumarin 

nanocomposite films. 

Sample 

(wt.%) 

Direct 

Band Gap 

(eV) 

Urbach 

energy 

(ev) 

0 2.5 1.78 

4 2.4 0.86 

8 2.1 1.72 

12 2.05 1.38 

16 2 1.31 

30 1.9 2.56 

 

  =   exp(
  

  
) (17) 
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Conclusion: 

The PVA-Ag/Coumarin nanocomposite films have been prepared 

using a different concentration of Coumarin dye. The XRD patterns assured 

the existence of the Ag nanoparticles in the nanocomposites. Also, the 

crystallinity was decreased due to the increase of the disorder and the 

amorphous in the nanocomposite.  Besides, the SEM images proved the 

presence of Ag in and on the composite surfaces. The optical spectra proved 

the Coumarin dye effect on the PVA-Ag nanocomposites’ optical properties. 

The refractive index increases with increasing Coumarin concentration and 

reach the coveted value, which is optimum for better photoelectric diversion 

rendering. The band tail width increased from 1.7 to 4 eV. The optical 

conductivity is increased by increasing Coumarin content. So, the results 

suggested the potential implementation of PVA- Ag/Coumarin 

nanocomposites films in solar cells and other photovoltaic devices as well as 

nonlinear optical devices. The optical energy bandgap reduces with growing 

Coumarin. The narrow transmission band of about 432 nm cement the 

present nanocomposite films for enforcement as a bandpass for optical 

filters. 
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